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FCM’s can be loaded & wet stored using
Pipeshield’s patented Wet Store System

ISO 45001 Safety Standard

Used in conjunction with the high payload
top spreader frame the horizontal lift
ensures the safe integrity of the frond
system
Please contact us for more details
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Bionic Seaweed - Fronded Solutions and FCM’s
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FRONDED CONCRETE
MATTRESSES (FCM’S)
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1999

“ 20th ANNIVERSARY ”

Official supplier to
East Anglia ONE

THE P25 - SELF-ANCHORING
FRONDED MATTRESSES

Scour can occur in a surprisingly short amount of time.
In fast-running waters with granular soils, excessive scour can create
serious structural voids leading to free-spans, pile exposure or other
structural problems.

Pipeshield’s P25 Anti-Scour Mattress has been designed with optimised
transportation and installation in mind. This self-anchoring system is
supplied complete in a recyclable protective bag, reducing project
costs overall.

Pipeshield’s Fronded Concrete Mattresses (FCM’s) are specifically
designed to combat this problem.

Effective for stabilisation and scour prevention in areas that
are subject to seabed material transition. The flexible concrete
mattress consists of high strength concrete segments linked
together by polypropylene ropes to form a continuous flexible
concrete barrier.

Our unique 3 part frond system comes fitted to our market
leading bi-flex concrete mattress with Pipeshield’s patented
N2 edge block for extra stability. Tested at HR Wallingford and
proven to be conservatively 3 times more stable than standard
mattresses the combined system provides unrivalled impact
and stability protection.

Fronds interrupt and reduce the velocity of the near bottom
current. Transported sediment drops out due to the reduced
velocity and builds up to form an embankment on and around
the mattress.
Embankments can be formed in excess of one metre high, in
some cases within a few weeks of installation. Pipes and cables
are not only protected from scour effects but the embankment
enhances the protection and stabilisation and even permits
marine life to colonise the final bank.

UNIQUE 3 PART SYSTEM

Frond lines are then attached to the mattress. When both
products are used in conjunction this gives an instantly selfstable product ensuring the fronds are not swept away in
onerous conditions.

Useful in many applications, such as cable or pipeline cover, riser
protection, subsea wellhead, valve frame scour prevention and
all subsea structures.
The UV stabilised fibrillated polypropylene strips (fronds) are
secured to polyester webbing and fibrilate under repetitive
current action. The fronds are enclosed in a safety net for
storage and deployment which is released by ROV or diver post
installation.

The P25 is an independantly selfanchoring system using high
tensile steel cables and anchors.

The concrete mattress provides impact

Pipeshield’s unique frond system is pre-

The third part of the system is the protective

protection and keeps the frond system in

fitted to the concrete mattress. The fronds

cover. This cover provides UV protection as

place.

are securely contained within a highly

well as physical protection during storage

durable envelope which includes a bottom

and transportation.

The complete system is contained
within the protective bag & is
simple to install.
The bag is fully recycable.

containment netting and a removable top
activation netting.
Frond mattresses interrupt and reduce the velocity of the near bottom current. Transported sediment drops out due to the
reduced velocity and builds up to form an embankment on and around the mattress. Embankments can be formed in excess of
one metre high, in some cases within a few weeks of installation.

Contact us to discuss your project today

+44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com

